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TEACHING YOUR CHILDREN
THE GROWTH MINDSET
WHAT IS GROWTH
MINDSET
We all have beliefs about our own abilities and
potential. These beliefs are part of our mindset which is
so powerful it can fuel our behavior and predict our
success. Mindset shapes our everyday lives, helping us
interpret our experiences and future possibilities.
In her research at Stanford University, Dr. Carol Dweck
identified two different types of mindsets. Growth
Mindset occurs when we believe our intelligence and
abilities can be improved upon with effort and the
right strategies.
A willingness to confront challenges, a passion for
learning, and viewing failure as a springboard for
growth are all characteristics associated with a growth
mindset. Not surprisingly, this type of mindset is
strongly linked to greater happiness and achievement
in life.

Discussion Questions to
have with your child:

1. What does it mean to
Grow?
2. What do you think
Mindset means?
3. What does it mean to
have a Fixed Mindset?

In contrast, those with a Fixed Mindset believe their
intelligence and abilities cannot be altered in a
meaningful way. As a result, mistakes are often seen as
failures rather than opportunities to grow and learn.
When stuck in a fixed mindset, we may fear new
experiences, avoid risks, and feel the need to
repeatedly prove ourselves to others.
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TEACHING THE GROWTH MINDSET
Week 1: Teach your child about the two types of mindsets,
growth and fixed, and how they differ. This is a good time to
teach how the Brain grows and strengths in response to
challenges. Use language such as, "We can choose to look at
the world in a way that makes us feel strong and happy, or in
a way that makes us feel frustrated and weak." Make sure to
share a personal story of when you were stuck to help model
overcoming challenges.
Week 2: Help your child to identify growth and fixed
mindsets in themselves and others. Help them practice from
switching from a fixed minset (“I am not good at this”, “I can’t
do anything right”) to growth mindset (“I’m not good at
this yet”).
Week 3: Your ability to model a growth mindset will make a
difference between your child understanding the concept
and living it. This can come from sharing your experience,
discussing positive and negative feelings, setting goals, and
using the power of YET (I can’t do this...yet").
Week 4: Growth mindset is about effort and practice!Praise
your child for perseverance in problem solving rather than
being smart or talented. Connect positive results with effort
rather than innate ability, and children will be more willing to
take risks and value working hard. When you notice hard
work or positive self-talk, make sure you tell them! In the safe
environment of your home or class, give children time to
think through their challenges, brainstorm solutions, and
seek help if needed. Grappling with a problem builds
resilience, so give kids time for reflection before jumping in to
help or “save” them. Get excited when opportunities for
growth occur! In a challenging moment, say things like, “This
seems like an opportunity to grow our brains!” Create
an environment where setbacks are expected and even
celebrated.

Resources:
BigLifeJournal.com
"Mindset: The New Psychology of Success by Carol Dweck
A TED Talk by Carol Dweck "The power of believing that you can improve"

